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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 
 
 

Illinois Commerce Commission  :   
On its Own Motion  :  
 : 06-0703   
Adoption of 83 Ill. Adm. Code 280. : 
  
   
  

STAFF OF THE ILLINOIS COMMERCE  
COMMISSION’S COMMENTS 

 
 

Consumer Services Division Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Staff” 

or “CSD Staff”), by and through its undersigned counsel, respectfully submits its 

Comments (“Staff’s Comments”) in support of proposed Illinois Commerce Commission 

(“Commission”) revisions to Part 280 of the Illinois Administrative Code. 

 

I. Background and Procedural History  

The complete revision of Code Part 280 began after several different dockets on 

various specific topics within Part 280 were dismissed in favor of a single 

comprehensive re-write in Docket No. 06-0703.  Workshops to re-write the code were 

then undertaken by Staff and Intervenors.  Meeting on a monthly basis for a little more 

than two years, the Parties studied, debated and negotiated to reach agreed upon 

language for many of the topics within the revised Part 280.  Those topics which 

remained unsettled were then litigated through three rounds of pre-filed testimony, 

hearings where witnesses were cross-examined, initial and reply briefs, a proposed 
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order (“PO”) from the Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”), briefs on exceptions, and reply 

briefs on exceptions.  On November 13, 2013, the Commission ordered a first notice 

period, wherein it accepted much of the language that was negotiated and reached 

through litigation, while also setting in place several important edits and additions of its 

own.  At its November 13, 2013 meeting the Commission also asked for commentary 

upon its proposed new rule.  On January 15, 2014, the ALJ ordered that Parties wishing 

to file comments on the Commission’s proposed revisions to Part 280 would have until 

March 3, 2014, to do so.  Pursuant to that Order, Staff’s Comments on Part 280 follow.  

II. General comments regarding first notice rules 

The Commission accepted much of the proposed rule language reached through 

the lengthy workshop and litigation process, while also wisely making several important 

revisions, including: updating requirements to accommodate for smart meters, 

increasing the number of pre-disconnection warning calls to two, strengthening the 

penalties for missed deadlines, including consular identification as an accepted form of 

government identification, adding data collection regarding medical certification, and 

strengthening utility reporting with better oversight for rule implementation.   Staff 

believes that the First Notice Proposed Rules will provide all interested Parties with 

much needed clarity and vital tools to govern the credit and collection relationships 

between utilities and their customers.  There are only two topics where Staff believes 

the Commission should consider further edits or alterations of its proposed rule, 

discussed below 
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III. Section 280.15 Compliance 

Staff appreciates the Commission’s inclusion of an implementation plan for utility 

compliance along with checklist updates to be submitted by utilities to Staff as they 

make progress on the new rule’s requirements. (First Notice Proposed Rules, 

Attachment 1, 4.) Staff finds these additions to be important and recommends their 

retention in the proposed rule.  However, Staff remains concerned with allowing utility 

implementation of the rule to occur on a partial basis over time.   

Staff’s original proposed set of rules offered in the docket did not contain a 

compliance section.  While Staff acknowledges that the rule should provide utilities an 

appropriate amount of time to prepare, test and eventually implement its requirements, 

Staff recommends that the implementation should occur all at once on a date certain for 

all utilities, rather than allowing utilities to implement portions of the rule gradually over 

time. (Staff RB, 13.) 

With gradually selected implementation, Staff is unsure as to what regulations 

would legally apply during the implementation for those sections which have not yet 

been implemented.  The current rule will have to be repealed and replaced by the new 

rule, but there is no legal mechanism by which the repealed old rule can apply and be 

enforced while the utilities make their section by section transition to the new rule.  

Further, the rule in effect and the proposed rule have many parallel concepts, but also 

depart from each other in significant ways.  This presents the various interested Parties, 

as well as the Commission, with more potential difficulties in attempting to determine 

what regulation exactly should apply during the interim.  With four large and midsized 
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gas utilities, three large and midsized electric utilities, three large water utilities and 

many smaller utilities governed by Part 280, enforcement of the many bits and pieces of 

the new rule during an 18 month transition period where each utility chooses what parts 

to implement at any given moment will very likely prove entirely unmanageable.  To 

meet its regulatory responsibilities, the Consumer Services Division Staff would in effect 

have to be well versed on every variance in implementation of the proposed rule and 

may require daily to weekly modifications. Therefore, Staff respectfully requests that the 

Commission alter the proposed rule to become effective in its entirety for all utilities on a 

date certain, and until then the current rule shall apply in its entirety.  As mentioned 

above, Staff believes that the Commission should retain its useful additions of 

implementation planning and checklist reporting while utilities prepare to cutover to the 

new rule, but that the actual implementation should not occur until a final date certain for 

all utilities. 

IV. Section 280.30(j)(7)  Temporary exception for unforeseen circumstances 

At its November 13, 2013 meeting, the Commission described edits to this 

subsection which would add the word “unforeseeable” to description of the 

unanticipated overload and also provide that CSD would “approve” the temporary 

exception.  (Tr., November 13, 2013, 17:22-18:4.) However, neither of these edits 

appear in the first notice Section 280.30(j)(7).  (First Notice Proposed Rules, Attachment 

1, 12.) 

Staff believes that the descriptive “unforeseeable” is a useful addition because it 

properly mirrors the actual language used in the title of the subsection, and should be 
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made.  Staff surmises that the Commission’s intent with the proposal that CSD be given 

the task of approving exceptions was to ensure that all such exceptions are appropriate 

and considered timely.  As a matter of performing its duties, Staff reviews utility 

procedures and operations, works with stakeholders to ensure compliance with 

Commission rules and general best practices, but Staff does not “approve” exceptions 

as the Commission does in its orders.  For the Commission to sub-delegate this 

authority raises thorny legal issues.  See e.g., Richards v. High School Dist. No. 201, 21 

Ill. 2d 104, 112-113 (“We have held on many occasions that a law vesting discretionary 

power in an administrative officer without properly defining the terms under which his 

discretion is to be exercised is void as an unlawful delegation of legislative power.”). 

Generally, Staff informs the Commission of its observations and 

recommendations on any utility matters it believes the Commission should consider.   

From a practical perspective, this ability of Staff to advise the Commission is vital in 

circumstances where Staff does not agree with utility actions or decisions and some 

kind of compromise or alteration of the utility position cannot be achieved.  If Staff and a 

utility cannot agree that an exception is appropriate, Staff will inform the Commission of 

the matter, and then the provision in the proposed rule that a utility be able to 

“demonstrate” its compliance will be placed before the Commission for consideration.  

Ultimately, it would be the Commission’s role to approve or disapprove of the exception, 

but it also makes sense from an efficiency perspective to allow for utilities to have 

exceptions occur without every instance having to come before the Commission for a 

ruling.    Therefore Staff respectfully recommends that the Commission retain the 
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requirement in the appendix to the ALJ’s June 6, 2012 PO for utilities to notify CSD 

Staff.  (ALJPO, Attachment 1, 11-12.)  As described in more detail below, Staff also 

recommends that the language in Section 280.30(j)(7) mirror the language in Section 

280.170(f). 

V. Section 280.170(f) Temporary exception for unforeseen circumstances       

At its November 13, 2013 meeting, the Commission described identical edits to 

Section 280.170(f) as it was making to Section 280.30(j)(7).  (Tr., November 13, 2013, 

17:23.)  The proposed Section 280.30 deals with the initial application and installation of 

a customer’s service, and the proposed Section 280.170 deals with reconnecting 

customers who have been temporarily disconnected.  While the Commission’s first 

notice proposed rule, as noted by Staff above, does not contain the edits in Section 

280.30 (j)(7) which the Commission described at its meeting, those same edits do fully 

appear in its proposed Section 280.170 (f).  (First Notice Proposed Rules, Attachment 1, 

55.)  Staff believes it is entirely appropriate that these two sections should mirror each 

other, and again Staff believes that the addition of the descriptive “unforeseeable” will 

prove quite useful and should be retained in both places.  However, as described 

above, Staff prefers that the original “notice” rather than “approval” language be 

retained in both subsections.    

VI. Conclusion 

As expressed above, Staff appreciates the arduous task before the Commission 

on this matter; and, with the noted exceptions above, Staff finds that the decisions made 
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by the Commission in its first notice proposed rule for Part 280 will be extremely 

beneficial.  Accordingly, Staff respectfully requests that the Commission adopt 

modifications to the proposed rule consistent with Staff’s recommendations. 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

_______________________ 
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KELLY A. TURNER 
Office of General Counsel 
Illinois Commerce Commission 
160 N. LaSalle, Ste. C-800 
Chicago, IL   60601 
Phone:  (312) 793-2877 
Fax:  (312) 793-1556 
E-mail: mlannon@icc.illinois.gov 
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Counsel for the Staff of the 
Illinois Commerce Commission 
 

 


